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SEPARATION OF WASTE HAS A MORE POSITIVE
IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT, ECONOMY AND
SOCIETY THAN YOU CAN IMAGINE. 

TO ORGANIZE A ZERO WASTE EVENT

10 REASONS 1
REDUCES WASTE AMOUNT01
Organizing events generates a massive waste 
including paper, disposable cups, etc. According to 
research, the amount of waste per participant is 
approximately 1.85 kg, which is 3 times higher than 
the daily waste of a household in Mongolia. Avoid-
ing as much as possible waste  that ends in landfills 
is the main goal of zero-waste events.

REDUCES GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSION 02
Zero-waste practices are important actions that not 
only reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated 
with the extraction, use, and consumption of natural 
resources, but also avoid the generation of methane 

and other toxic gasses from waste.

SAVES ENERGY03
Zero-waste practices are important actions that 
not only reduce greenhouse gas emissions asso-
ciated with the extraction, use, and consumption 
of natural resources, but also avoid the genera-
tion of methane and other toxic gasses from 
waste.

CONSERVES NATURAL RESOURCES 

04

Avoiding wasteful production, reducing and recycling 
it prevents the extraction of minerals and resources 

that use forest and water,and natural habitats.

05



CREATES ECONOMIC SAVINGS   
05

A zero-waste system reduces unnecessary purchases 
and creates economic savings.

PREVENTS VARIOUS DISEASES 
06

Toxic substances emitted from waste can cause respiratory, 
cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, allergic, chronic illnesses, 

and psychological disorders. 

REDUCES ECOLOGICAL AND CARBON FOOTPRINT07
According to research, ecological footprints of Mon-
golia are 2.6 times greater than the global average.  
Every individual and household must prioritize mini-
mizing their ecological footprints.

PREVENTS AIR,
SOIL, AND WATER  POLLUTION

Waste impacts negatively to the air, soil, and water before 
they degrade in nature. Particularly, plastic wraps and bags 
are unable to decompose completely in the soil, they 

become smaller nanoparticles but never disappear totally.

CONSERVES BIODIVERSITY

10

The waste we leave behind harms biodiversity and, in some 
cases, is even deadly. Keep your events litter-free to avoid 
harming other living creatures. 

SAVES NATURAL RESOURCES
FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS 

09

Organizing zero waste events is the greatest legacy to protect 
the environment and inherit for future generations. 

08



REUSABLE SHOPPING 
BAGS

SWITCH TO 
ELECTRONIC 
DEVICES

CREATE BIT.LY LINKS 
FOR EASY ACCESS TO 
WEBSITES

REUSABLE PACKAGING 

WATER 
BOTTLES 

SMARTPHONE
take a photo of a business 
card instead of handing 
out a business card

if there is a food service substitute with tissue 
papers

UTENSILS AND CUTLERY NAPKINS

PRE-EVENT  

PLANNING 2 It is necessary to have knowledge and information as 
a team to understand the reasons for zero waste in 
the big picture and to make efforts for zero waste 
measures.

To convey zero-waste information to participants, 
all communications, whether face-to-face, written, 
or digital, should emphasize the goal of the 
zero-waste event.

Social media can be used to promote the event 
quickly. Requirements for all participants, staff, 
and volunteers:

2.1 MARKETING AND PUBLICITY 

For all zero-waste events, the MUST-HAVE list includes the  following:



PRINT ON RECYCLED 
PAPER

USE SMALL FONTS

PRINT AS MANY 
SLIDES AS POSSIBLE 
ON ONE PAGE

PRINT ON BOTH SIDES 
OF THE PAPER

SHARE INFORMATION 
ONLINE

CREATE A QR CODE FOR 
QUICK SMARTPHONE 
ACCESS

If the above methods are unavailable, consider 
traditional marketing and advertising in a reduced 
waste way below mentioned steps:

We recommend preparing food  in a way that reduces 
waste rather than just sorting food waste in an 
environmentally friendly way. For example, request food 
caterers to recycle oil and coal used in cooking.

To reduce pre-event waste, send invitations and tickets 
online and by email and record responses 
electronically. Highlight the MUST-BRING items on the 
invitation. Don't forget on the invitation that the event 
will be waste free. Also, after sending the invitation, give 
a specific time to respond (RSVP), calculate the total 
number of participants, and prepare according to the 

2.2 INVITATION

2.3 FOOD AND DRINK 

number of participants to prevent waste of food and drinks. Encourage the 
participants to take leftovers home and remind them to bring their food 
containers

Make bite-size, finger food options that don't require 
utensils. If serving a buffet-style meal, kindly remind 
attendees not to waste food.



Make bite-size finger food options that don't require 
utensils. If serving a buffet-style meal, kindly remind 
attendees not to waste food Meat, dairy, and fatty foods 
take longer to compost than other foods and are more 
harmful to the environment, so ask your food caterer to 
serve less meat, dairy, and fatty foods. It can also be 
encouraged to use local, organic, and eco-friendly food 
as much as possible

Conservationists and climate scientists recommend 
using vegan or animal-free foods to reduce the 
negative impact of global warming and have a low 
ecological footprint on the environment. Since the 
number of vegetarians has increased dramatically in 
recent years, please provide them with options and 
prepare vegan food options. Plant-based protein 
production produces up to 90% less greenhouse gas 
emissions than conventional meat production. Meat 
and dairy products account for 14.5% of food-based 
greenhouse gas emissions

Single-use tablewares do not decompose quickly in nature and are not 
recycled in Mongolia. If necessary, choose natural, biodegradable tablewares. 
Single-use dishes and cutlery made from wood are environmentally harmful 
as it extracts forest resources, packaging and tableware made from highly 
renewable bamboo or corn starch is being sold on the market.

Compostable BORDU CONTAINERS:  disposable food containers from corn 
husks and bamboo biodegrade in 30-90 days. As it is made from natural, 
organic, and renewable materials they decompose, and absorb natural 
ingredients back into nature.

FOOD PACKAGE 

Борду
bordu.mn

If you’re serving coffee or tea, opt for bulk-packaged 
options instead of single-use pieces with packages



When organizing any event, conference, meeting or celebration, the 
amount of waste increases drastically and is multiplied by the number of 
people participating.

Zero waste means saving all resources through the responsible produc-
tion, consumption, reuse, and recovery of products and packaging that 
have a less impact on the environment and public health. 

As our world continues to struggle to find sophisticated solutions to 
recycling, and proper disposal, The Mongolian Sustainable Development 
Bridge NGO encourages individuals to contribute to the movement and be 
the change. 

Volunteers play a crucial role in making zero-waste 
events a success. At each waste sorting station, there 
should be volunteers who have been trained to answer 
basic waste sorting and zero waste questions, helping 
participants avoid disposing between waste bins and 
raising public awareness

To determine how many volunteers are needed for your 
event, use a map of the venue to determine where and 
when (before, during, and after the event) you need to 
assign volunteers

To make the activity more productive, it is 
recommended to allocate volunteer roles and 
schedules in advance

2.4 STAFFING AND VOLUNTEERS

"CHOOSING A ZERO-WASTE LIFESTYLE IS NOT ONLY
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY, BUT ALSO GIVES A GREAT

OPPORTUNITY TO DEVELOP YOUR CREATIVITY."



Waste sorting stations should be allocated to prevent 
possible littering, and it is essential that these 
stations are accessible and easy to sort for everyone 
participating in the event. Sorting points should be 
located where the most waste is likely to be 
generated, such as entrances, exits, dining areas, etc.

Introduce the importance of zero waste at the 
beginning of the event. Participants of the event can 
be briefed on which waste can be recycled or 
composted. Point out the locations of the waste 
sorting stations and ask the participants if they have 
any doubts about the waste-free event

Signs: signs and instructions at the waste sorting stations will help event 
participants to sort quickly and correctly. Signage should be 
straightforward and consistent throughout the venue

Place the waste sorting stations in the correct places indicated on the 
map and put the waste bins in the correct sequence and signs

Provide necessary materials at each waste sorting station, such as extra 
garbage bags and gloves

Place other waste bins not intended for the event in a separate place 
until the end of the event

3.1 WASTE COLLECTION STATION SET UP

3.2 PROVIDE WASTE SORTING
INSTRUCTIONS AND MONITORING 

•

•

•

•

DAY OF THE EVENT3



POST-EVENT   
PLANNING4

Volunteers and staff members should regularly check if 
participants are sorting their waste correctly. Make sure 
there are volunteers at each station and require regular 
replacement of full trash bags

Final clean-up: check if all waste bins are correctly 
sorted and collect waste. Make a final measurement 
and weigh each category of waste

Evaluation will be done in two parts. First measurement of the 
collected recyclables. Second, to get reviews and comments from 
participants and collaborators

Ask the participants how the zero waste event went, what they 
learned, and their strengths and weaknesses. Evaluation will 
determine how the following events can be improved and made 
more effective

Sorted and weighed waste and recyclable information helps to 
define the greenhouse gas impacts generated from waste. Also, 
informing all participants of the total sorted waste rate at the end 
of the event will help them understand and support the 
zero-waste event in the future

3.3 WASTE COLLECTION 

4.1 EVALUATION



Share your zero-waste event experience with others. Providing 
information and advertisement of events organized for society 
will show the possibility of organizing waste-free events and 
encourage others. It includes

Share post-event evaluations and results by thanking your 
partners, people, and participants. Finally, encourage others to 
host your next event without waste.

The demand for wrapping paper increases during holidays and events. 
However, most packaging and wrapping paper is not recycled, and most ends 
up in landfills. It is estimated that about 50,000 trees are cut down annually 
to produce gift-wrapping paper. If all gift wrapping paper was recycled, it 
would require 70% less energy than producing new paper. One ton of 
recycled gift wrapping paper can save 17 trees, 18.7 square meters of landfill 
space, and 4,000 kilowatts of energy. For creative and eco-friendly 
gift-wrapping ideas, try these

Share the success of the zero-waste event and identify the success

Provide recommendations and improvement opportunities for future 
zero-waste events

Share observations and experiences through reports and newsletters. 

OTHER POINTS TO CONSIDER:
ECO-FRIENDLY GIFT WRAPPING

4.2 POST-EVENT PUBLICITY 

•
•

•

KRAFT PAPER: : Choosing brown paper that is biodegradable 
and recyclable is one way to avoid glossy and laminated 
paper. And it will make your gift look minimal and vintage

LINENS: old bed sheets can be used for gift wrapping to 
avoid throwing them away

OLD WRAPPING PAPER:  if you get a wrapped gift as a present, 
you can reuse the wrapping paper without throwing it away 
the wrapping paper. 



BEING ZERO-WASTE IS 
ASIER THAN YOU THINK

NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES: if you have old newspapers and 
magazines lying around, use them for gift wrapping and add a 
vintage touch

SHOE BOXES: every household's paper shoe box can be covered 
with kraft paper and used as a gift box.

NATURAL DECORATIVE ELEMENTS: avoid single-use ribbons, 
tapes, and stickers, and use dried flowers, leaves, tree branches, 
and cones as decorations

BIODEGRADABLE SCOTCH TAPE: Use biodegradable Scotch 
instead of traditional plastic tape to wrap your gifts

Organizing a zero-waste event can create a potential zero-waste 
model while showing your guests that you are environmentally 
friendly. Regardless of the event's purpose, big or small, careful 
planning so that all items can be reused, recycled, or composted is 
key to hosting a zero-waste event. 



HOW TO SORT

WASTE?2
PET
• WATER AND
  BEVERAGE BOTTLES
• BEAUTY PRODUCT
  PACKAGING
• MEDICINE, VITAMIN
  PACKAGING
• OTHER HARD PLASTIC
  PACKAGING LABELED 
        PET

PP
• DISPOSABLE FOOD CONTAINERS, UTENSILS, CUPS,
  CUTLERY, STRAWS
• POLYPROPYLENE TOYS
• PACKAGING OF YOGURT AND MAYONNAISE

HDPE
• CLEANING PRODUCT
  PACKAGING,
• BEAUTY PRODUCT
  PACKAGING, 
• OTHER HARD
  PLASTIC PACKAGING
  LABELED      HDPE

LDPE
• SOFT PLASTIC BAGS
• FLEXIBLE PLASTIC
  PACKAGING OF
  BEAUTY PRODUCTS
  LABELED      LDPE

PAPER 
White office paper, 
notebook paper, 
newspaper and all kinds 
of scrap paper, recycled 
paper, cardboard, egg 
box

• No coated paper,
• No staples, 
• No glue paper (no tape) 

All kinds of beverage bottles, disposable soft plastic 
cutlery, soap, and shampoo bottles; milk, yogurt, bread, 
soft plastic bags for baking, plastic wrap/PET, HDPE, PVC, 
LDPE, PS/, Styrofoam foam 

• Reduce the size of bags and packaging,
• Keep it clean.

PLASTICS 



HOW TO SORT

WASTE?
Although the recycling companies require waste to be 
segregated into several categories and grades, 
recyclable waste that can be used as a secondary raw 
material is divided into the following main categories 
depending on the type of waste generated by apartment 
and ger area households.

GLASS/CANS 
Aluminum drink 
cans, beer cans, all 
sorts of window 
glasses, mirrors, 
glass food 
containers, beverage 
bottles, alcoholic 
beverage bottles 

• Thoroughly cleaned
• Reduced size of 
  aluminum cans

ASHES
The ash can be 
stored separately 
and reused as a raw 
material for 
construction sector. 

LEFTOVER
FOOD 
Even though the 
collection and 
transportation of 
food waste for 
recycling have not 
been resolved yet at 
the household levels 
making compost 
from food waste is 
possible. 

SMALL
BATTERY 
Please collect small 
batteries at home 
and take them to 
particular E-mart or 
CU stores’ battery 
bins. Small batteries 
are not recyclable 
yet are hazardous 
waste and should be 
placed in special 
storage containers. 

NON-RECYCLABLE WASTE 
PAPER

PLASTIC

GLASS

Paper coated with plastic and metal foils, contaminated
with oily or greasy liquids
 
Non-recyclable plastic waste in Mongolia: ziplock bags,
candy bags, chips bags, etc. 

Broken cars’ glasses
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WHERE TO BUY ECO-FRIENDLY PRODUCTS

Songinokhairkhan district, 5th khoroo, Bayangol 13-1

Songinokhairkhan district, 5th khoroo, Bayangol 46-4B

Songinokhairkhan district, 6th khoroo, Toosgon 12-1D

Songinokhairkhan district, 26th khoroo, Mandal Ovoo 19-41

Songinokhairkhan district, 30th khoroo, Chuluut 6-3

Songinokhairkhan district, 26th khoroo, Mandal Ovoo 19-23

Songinokhairkhan district, 18th khoroo, Mandal Ovoo 18-55

Songinokhairkhan district, 26th khoroo, Altan Ovoo 30-29

Songinokhairkhan district, 26th khoroo

Songinokhairkhan district, 23rd khoroo, Khangai 27-1

Songinokhairkhan district, 9th khoroo, Uuliin Gudamj 

Songinokhairkhan district, 4th khoroo, Ikh Naran 4-1

Songinokhairkhan district, 4th khoroo, Ikh Naran 3-1

Songinokhairkhan district, 24th khoroo, Zeel 27-37-A

Songinokhairkhan district, 10th khoroo, Bayan-Uul 11-2

Songinokhairkhan district, 34th khoroo, Khilchin 52-8

Songinokhairkhan district, 42nd khoroo, Orbit 24-7

Songinokhairkhan district 7th khoroo

Songinokhairkhan district, 20th khoroo

Bayanzurkh district, 2nd khoroo, 12-10-91

Bayanzurkh district, 14th khoroo

Bayanzurkh district, 9th khoroo, Shar Khad 29-459

Bayanzurkh district, 22nd khoroo, 36-673

Bayanzurkh district, 22nd khoroo, 12-293

Bayanzurkh district, 22nd khoroo, 9-256

Bayanzurkh district, 11th khoroo, Tovchoo 1-14

Bayanzurkh district, 28th khoroo, Khujirbulan 1-15

99725888

99080378

99741448

99036138

99227856, 99036590 

80936767, 95826767 

96066929

80050972, 89190818

88647873, 99987873

99520371

91187062, 99775300

88925594

99746589, 99740840

96211015

88911002

96350930

99933596

98183218

88704841

99116567, 95072515

99039158

88005783, 88116196

88558287, 89095855

88639475, 88708885

УТАСХАЯГДҮҮРЭГ

99991712, 99998407,
95956336, 80117336

96685858, 96861718,
77750058

99087007, 88087007,
96666025
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Khan-Uul

Nalaikh

WHERE TO BUY ECO-FRIENDLY PRODUCTS

99725888

99080378

99741448

99036138

99227856, 99036590 

80936767, 95826767 

96066929

80050972, 89190818

88647873, 99987873

99520371

91187062, 99775300

88925594

99746589, 99740840

96211015

88911002

96350930

99933596

98183218

88704841

99116567, 95072515

99039158

88005783, 88116196

88558287, 89095855

88639475, 88708885

Bayanzurkh district, 28th khoroo, Khujirbulan

Bayanzurkh district, 17th khoroo, Da Khuree Market

Bayanzurkh district, 11th khoroo, Nogoon Zoori, Amgalan

Bayanzurkh district, 14th khoroo Narantuul market

Bayanzurkh district, 8th khoroo, Erdenetolgoi 48-216

Bayanzurkh district, 22nd khoroo, 32-531

Bayanzurkh district, 2nd khoroo, 4-208

Bayanzurkh district, 2nd khoroo, Selbe 10-91

Bayanzurkh district, 11th khoroo

Bayanzurkh district, 19th khoroo, Tsaiz 4B-3

Bayangol district, 21st khoroo, 16-384

Chingeltei district, 7th khoroo, Khuvisgalchid 12-196

Chingeltei district, 1st khoroo, Nuur 21-465

Chingeltei district, 11th khoroo, Nuur 22-506

Chingeltei district, 18th khoroo, 1st station

Chingeltei district, 11th khoroo, Nuur 21-465

Chingeltei district, 15th khoroo, Khailaast

Chingeltei district, 15th khoroo

Khan-Uul district 3rd khoroo, Dund Gol 5th street

Khan-Uul district, 9th khoroo, Buyant-Uhaa 22A-1

Khan-Uul district, 7th khoroo, Jargalant 10-132

Nalaikh district, 8th khoroo, 2-16A

Nalaikh district, 7th khoroo, Uvur Sant 17-12

Nalaikh district, 3rd khoroo, Denj warehouse 5-1

Nalaikh district, 3rd khoroo, Denj 21-4

УТАСХАЯГДҮҮРЭГ

80116047, 99311204

99651016

95159020

96548101, 95191001

99263090

99054543

89192632

88130083

99659779

88801578

96353060

99662670, 95954562

88709002, 86960399

99100813

99207680, 99408617

88709002

88180835

88112964

88165252

99170022, 99071950

80747898

88080373

88155364

88080373, 89575765

99290303



GER ORGANIC STORE

7509 9119
fb.com/gerorganicstore

/environmentally friendly products such
as women’s menstrual cups, eco certified
washing products, beer yeast, eco eats/

BAMBOO SHOP

9455 0150
fb.com/bamboo.shop13

/environmentally friendly travel tools/

ECO LIFE MONGOLIA
/all types of environmentally friendly
products such as make-up remover
cotton pads, bamboo toothbrushes,
hairbrush, spoons, forks, woven bags,
drinking straws/

TSOMHON ECO SHOP

8017 5560
fb.com/tsomhon

/AA battery charger, dishwashers,
body washes, bamboo
toothbrushes, cotton bags/

GUA SHOP

9919 1093
fb.com/gua.shopping

/Bamboo products, eco
dishwasher liquids, solid
soaps, travel spoons,
forks and utensils/

/Dry eco toilets, bio preparation/

MINI SOLUTIONS

7272 6000
fb.com/minishiidel

ECOSY

9900 8448
fb.com/ecosy.mongolia.9 

/Bamboo products, eco
dishwashers, travel kitchen
tools, women’s menstrual
cups/

3E ECO SHOP MONGOLIA

8611 8622
fb.com/3EShopMongolia

/candles, bamboo products,
toothpaste, bath salts, organic
soaps and shampoos/

ECO BAMBOO PRODUCTS

8892 4976
fb.com/profile.php?id=100057581763824

ECO STORE

OPEN

WHERE TO BUY
ECO-FRIENDLY
PRODUCTS

05

7277 1177
fb.com/zerowastemongol

ECO MON

7277 1177
fb.com/ECO-MON-107572588474815

/hand and body soaps, solid shampoos
and conditioners, balms/

ECO CORNER ONLINE SHOP

9914 8892
fb.com/ecomukhlag

/environmentally friendly products, for
example, wooden utensils, spoons, forks,
toothbrushes, cotton purses/



LHAMOUR

7712 0256 
fb.com/lhamourskincare

/natural or organic make-up
products such as products facial
cream, lip balms, baby oils/

ECO TIPS ESHOP

8804 7486
fb.com/Eco-tips-eshop-
113407883863328

/environmentally friendly products, 
for example, handmade soaps,
straws, women’s cotton sanitary
napkins, pad and coffee cups/

SIMPLENESS

9973 4300 
fb.com/simpleness.eco

/environmentally friendly products
such as handmade candles, bamboo
spoon and fork set, cotton bags
and purses/

ECO BAR MONGOLIA

- 
fb.com/eco.bar.mongolia

/environmentally friendly products
such as eco bamboo dishwasher,
body washes, wooden travel tools,
toothbrushes/

LAPERLA-MONGOLIAN PRODUCTS

9955 2227
fb.com/laperlamongolia

/solid hair care products/

BADAMIN BRAND MONGOLIA

7766 0777
fb.com/Badamin-Brand-
Mongolia-1861008914187403t

/environmentally friendly products such
as calming and relaxing tea, pillows, oils
and solid shampoos/

NOMADIC BEAUTY

7715 6833
fb.com/info.nomadicbeauty

/natural or organic hair and
body care products/

GOO BRAND

7777 7755
fb.com/GooCosmetics

/many types of organic make-up
products such as solid shampoos,
soaps and facial skin care products

TSOMHON ECO SHOP

8017 5560
tsomhon.mn/products/17563

/environmentally friendly products
such as women’s menstrual cups,
bamboo toothbrushes, hairbrushes
and dish washer/

TSEGTS COTTON BAGS

8895 1669
fb.com/HevleltteiDaavuunTor

/printed cotton bags/

COTTON BAGS

7600 1919
fb.com/uutmn

/packages, wraps and boxes/

BABY PANDA MONGOLIA

8989 1242
fb.com/babypandamn

/Washable eco diapers or soakers/



RECYCLING COMPANIES    

Od Plastic LLC

HDPE pellet and
trash bag

Products:

Khev Khashmal Khuvantsar LLC

PP, PE pellet, different
types of molded plastic
products including
construction spacer
moldings, household
goods, souvenirs 

Products:

Ansekhe LLC

Electrical wire
protection pipe,
HDPE

Products:

Serten Khangai LLC

HDPE pellet and
trash bag

Products:

Metro plast LLC

Vacuum window
frame, water
pipeline 

Products:



San-Orgiu LLC

Chairs, fences, trash
bins, trench covers,
speed bumps, etc. 

Products:

Ider Iveelt LLC

HDPE pellet and
trash bag

Products:

Plastic Center LLC

Latrine lining, outdoor chair,
well equipment, trench cover,
plastic floor, different types
of molded plastic products

Products:

Ter Ikh Nuur LLC

Water pipeline 
Products:

TML LLC

PET container,
test tube 

Products:

Multipack LLC

Plastic shrinkwrap
Products:



Sod Tum LLC

Electrical conduit
(HDPE)

Products:

Tumen Egshig LLC

Pellet
Products:

Ob Plastic LLC

Plastic bags and
packaging,
printed and shrink
wrap 

Products:

Tsetsuuh Trade LLC

Plastic pellets 
Products:

Green Plastic
UB LLC

Trash bags,
plastic packaging 

Products:

Inahis LLC 

Rubber tiles
Products:



Peace Steel
Group LLC

Boat weight
balancer 

Products:

MSRT LLC

Charcoal
Products:

HBOil LLC

Engine oil,
M-100 fuel oil 

Products:

Mon PT Oil" LLC

M-100 fuel oil 
Products:

Nogoon Gazar
Trading LLC

Polystrene board,
block 

Products:

Eco Taikhi LLC

Compost fertilizer 
Products:



TJN Recycling LLC

Compost fertilizer 
Products:

Ulemj Khuder LLC

Lead ingots 
Products:

Altan Orshikhui LLC

Diesel fuel,
M-100 fuel oil 

Products:



CONTACT INFORMATION OF NGOS AND COMMUNITIES 
IN THE WASTE MANAGEMENT SECTOR

ECOSOUM NGO: 

8014 2043
fb.com/Ecosoum

MONGOLIAN NATIONAL RECYCLING ASSOCIATION: 

8911 6570
fb.com/MongolianNationalRecyclingAssociation

MONGOLIAN PLASTIC RECYCLING ASSOCIATION: 

9982 3222

MONGOLIAN HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION: 

7017 3099, 7017 0399
twitter.com/monhazardous
Аюултай Хог Хаягдлын Холбоо

BE COLORFUL NGO: 

9900 2058
fb.com/ungunem

NO PLASTIC MONGOLIA NGO: 

9510 4373
fb.com/NoPlasticMongolia

THINK GREEN CLUB: 

8088 1308
fb.com/ThinkGreenMongolia

LET'S REDUCE WASTE COMMUNITY:

fb.com/groups/2127875217449095

CARITAS CZECH REPUBLIC: 

7013 5899
fb.com/CaritasCzechRepublicInMongolia

LET'S SORT WASTE COMMUNITY:

fb.com/groups/hogooangiljungunem



ZERO WASTE MONGOLIA COMMUNITY: 

9501 6555
fb.com/ZeroWasteMGL

LET'S SORT WASTE AT SOURCE COMMUNITY: 

7000 2444 
fb.com/groups/1651914868202992 

3R4UB:

fb.com/3R4UB

UB SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT PROJECT: 

7011 1220
fb.com/Эерэг-давалгаа-UB-waste-111263011238817
www.waste.ub.gov.mn

ZERO TO HERO

8966 1565
fb.com/zero2heroez

I AM EARTHMAN: 

8976 8466
fb.com/EarthmanBook

WE ARE THE EARTHMEN - PEOPLE NGO:

fb.com/WeAreTheEarthmen

ZERO WASTE CLUB:

9983 3629
fb.com/Zerowasteclubmn



Suite #35, Arizona office, 1st khoroo, Chingeltei
district, Ulaanbaatar-15170, Mongolia

zwm.msdb@gmail.com
contact@plastic-recycling.mn
 
+976 9501 6555; +976 9502 3489; +976 9503 3489

fb.com/MongolianSustainableDevelopmentBridge

instagram.com/isustainable_mongol

twitter.com/isustainable_m

www.plastic-recycling.mn

MONGOLIAN
SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
BRIDGE NGO


